
LIGHT THAT
TRANSFORMS 
SPACES
Rooms require more flexibility and 
versatility than ever. LUNA OnCloud 
features full spectrum color and tunable 
white capabilities so that you have 
complete control of your environment 
through Wi-Fi connectivity. Create focal 
points, highlight architectural features, 
evoke powerful emotions, or regulate 
your sleep patterns. Transform your 
space to meet your needs.
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With its innovative features and 
transformative capabilities, this full-color 
and white tunable recessed downlight 
brings dynamic illumination to your living 
spaces. Say goodbye to static lighting 
and welcome a versatile experience.

DELIVERED TRIM FINISH

910 lm (12W)

WHITE (WH) BLACK (BK) 40°

TRIM COLOR TEMPERATURE

BEAM ANGLE

The OnCloud Room Controller is Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth enabled to control all WiZ lights 

in the room with a simple click. Control on/

off, dimming, select your white or color, 

and even toggle through your four favorite 

modes pre-selected in the WiZ app.

Connect Through
WiZ App 

One Touch 
On/Off 

Dimming Wi-Fi Enabled
No Hub Needed 

Favorite 
Modes

ROOM CONTROLLER

COMPATIBLE WITH

Works With

Siri Shortcuts

WORKS WITH WIZ 
CONNECTED FIXTURES

OnCloud products ship within 1-2 business 
days from Toronto, ON Canada.
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WHITE 
TUNABLE
22K-65K

TUNABLE  
COLORROUND

4" 4"

SQUARE

LUNA OnCloud takes lighting control to the next level.  
With full color and white tuning, you have the power to create 
custom scenes, choose from dynamic light modes, and 
access 16 million custom colors. You can set schedules 
and rhythms to match your lifestyle and preferences, since  
multi-functional spaces deserve multi-functional lighting. Each 
fixture is individually addressable through Wi-Fi connectivity, 
and all of these features are available without the need for 
hard wiring and can be paired with Liteline’s OnCloud Room 
Controller for wall touch-point functionality.


